
Invoice
Recognize, extract, and verify key data from invoices to accelerate straight-
through processing of invoices. This skill easily recognizes and processes 
highly variable invoice types from different vendors.

Purchase Order
Recognize and match invoices to purchase orders for faster payment 
processing.

Commercial Invoice
Extract, validate, and deliver required customs clearance and payment 
terms from this shipping invoice type so you can deliver the right 
information to AP for faster payment processing.

Receipts
Automate the processing of expenses with this receipt recognition, 
extraction, and validation skill.

Delivery Note
Accelerate order-to-cash and procure-to-pay processing with this proof-
of-delivery notification.
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Equip your shared services centers of excellence and accounts payable (AP) operations with a no-code 
approach to intelligent document processing (IDP) that’s ready to use within minutes. The ABBYY Marketplace 
provides all the document skills, connectors, and assets you need to quickly get started automating your 
document-centric processes. It uses best-in-class artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to enable 
data validation, automated exception handling, and greater processing efficiency.
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5 Document Skills    
for AP Automation    
in the ABBYY Marketplace

Many more skills are both available and being added to the Marketplace to 
tie AP/AR operations directly to shipping and receiving of goods, including 
required and specific shipping documents such as Chinese VAT Invoice, 
Argentina Invoices AFIP, Sea Waybill, Rail Waybill, and many others to come.  
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